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How is Your Walk?

Psa 1:1 (NIV) "Blessed is the man who does not walk in the counsel of the wicked or stand in the way of sinners or sit in the seat of mockers." (2) "But his delight is in the law of the LORD, and on his law he meditates day and night."
How is Your Walk?

WHERE ARE YOU SITTING?

Some Sit In The Seat Of Mockers

- Mockers Don't Believe
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To Be Seated With Christ Is To Reign With Christ

The Seat With Christ Is The Seat Of The Finished Work

Being Seated With Christ Is A Position of Rest
  ◦ The Job Is Completed
  ◦ The Work Has Been Done
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Once You Have Asked For Forgiveness For Your Sin Stop Probing & Let It Go

Sin Has Consequences – BUT...

◦ Sin That Is Confessed *Is Forgiven*

◦ Stop Probing And *Move On*
(Eph 6:10-13 NIV) "Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power." (11) "Put on the full armor of God so that you can take your stand against the devil's schemes." (12) "For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms." (13) "Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done everything, to stand."
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The Place That We Need To Arrive At Is The Place Of **Standing**

**Standing Firm** In The Full Armor Of God
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It Does Matter...

- *Where You Sit*
- *How You Walk*

"Where You Sit & How You Walk Determine Whether You Will Stand."
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Eph. 1-3 = *Our Position In Christ*

*We Are Who We Are Because Of What He Has Done*
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Part Of Our Learning To Stand Is Learning To Walk

- Moving *Step By Step In Faith*

Eph 4-6 = *Actions Of The Believer*
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We Are Called To Walk & Walking Is Action

Our Walk With Christ Is A Learning & Growing Process
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Our Walk Is
A Result Of Faith

With Privilege
Comes Responsibility
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Wise Walking Is Responsible Action--
Walking With The Light On

Eph 5:15 (NIV)  "Be very careful, then, how you live--not as unwise but as wise," (16) "making the most of every opportunity, because the days are evil." (17) "Therefore do not be foolish, but understand what the Lord's will is."
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Psa 1:1 (NIV) "Blessed is the man who does not walk in the counsel of the wicked or stand in the way of sinners or sit in the seat of mockers." (2) "But his delight is in the law of the LORD, and on his law he meditates day and night." (3) "He is like a tree planted by streams of water, which yields its fruit in season and whose leaf does not wither. Whatever he does prospers."